
 

 

Painless Presentations proves 

that speaking doesn't have to be 

painful, or even stressful.  De-

rived from Lenny Laskowski's   

35 year speaking career, this 

book details the tools and tech-

niques you need to prepare and 

deliver an effective, dynamic, 

and engaging presentation.  

10 Days to More Confident 

Public Speaking  provides the 

tools you need to become a 

relaxed, effective, and com-

manding public speaker.  This 

National Best Selling book pro-

vides you with a clear, concise 

and step-by-step approach with 

dozens of inside tips.  

If you’re serious about making it 

BIG on the internet, this book is 

for you.  The world’s most    

successful on-line marketing 

experts share their proven 

internet marketing strategies 

and secrets to success.  

Co-Author of the Book 

National Best Selling Author of 

Partial Client List 

American Chemical Society 

U.S. Army 

Cabot Microelectronics 

Columbia University Business School 

Duke University 

Motorola 

Verizon 

Nestle Water 

Reckitt Benckiser Group 

United Technologies 

and many more ... 

Lenny Laskowski 
Presentation Skills Expert 

Internet Marketing Expert 

 
Lenny Laskowski is an international professional speaker and the 

leading authority on public speaking.  Lenny is also a National Best 

Selling author and works with clients to help them become better 

speakers and presenters. 

Lenny is also one of the world’s leading internet marketing experts 

and has an established client list from over 178 countries. Lenny has 

delivered over 2700 programs to clients all over the world. 

Lenny’s Most Popular Presentation Skills Programs 

 Simply Speaking...Selling Yourself & Your Ideas 

 Painless Presentations (based on Lenny’s latest book) 

 How to Create a presentation “On the Fly” 

Lenny’s Most Popular Internet Marketing Programs 

 7 Decisions Your Website Visitor Needs to Make Before Deciding 

to Do Business With You 

 How to Integrate Your On-line & Off-line Marketing Techniques. 

 

What People Have Said ….. 

"I've been speaking professionally for over 16 years spending thousands of 
dollars in various websites that never worked as advertised from supposedly 
top flight designers. For an investment of a regular chapter meeting, Lenny 
Laskowski provided specific & powerful tools and techniques that made im-
mediate massive positive impact on my website. He also provided a remarka-
ble format for a reliable internet marketing tool. This is one of the NSA speak-
ers every chapter should have on their "must come here" list. 

             Bill Karlson, Past President, NSA Tennessee  

"Thanks for spending two days with us and presenting your dynamic, “Simply 
Speaking...Selling Yourself & Your Ideas" seminar. The work shop was an 
excellent event - well organized, well-run, and highly informative”  

   Jordan M. Corn, Rohm & Haas  

“I would like to thank you for the outstanding seminar you recently conducted 
on behalf of Verizon’s National Sales Support Team.  Your seminar, Simply 
Speaking...Selling Yourself & Your Ideas! Was exactly the type of hands-on, 
practical skills transfer that we were looking for! 

   Jeff Patton, Verizon 

 


